GlitchTip
See also Kint

What
https://gitlab.com/glitchtip support was added to Tiki23 via https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/-/merge_requests/825

Why
To help community members (users, testers, sysadmins and developers) track errors and have relevant information, which will make it easier to fix them

Who
- Ricardo and Jorge (Xorti)
- Fabio
- Marc

How
- Add GlitchTip to Tiki

Ideas
- db/local.php can be used to store keys (if prefs are not loaded yet)

Questions
- How to trigger an alert for slow pages? (ex.: more than 10 seconds to load)

GlitchTip benefits
- GlitchTip is FLOSS SaaS, so you can self-host, or subscribe to a service. We'll make it easy for Tiki community members to leverage this!

Related
- Debugging tools deployable within Tiki
- Debugger Console
- Installing Xdebug on Ubuntu
- Xdebug etc
- Email alerts of hard errors